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Benchmark Capital scales operations ahead of £13Bn asset 

migration.  

Benchmark chooses Agilicist to help scale their software development to 

support Lloyds & Schroders joint venture. 

SITUATION 

In 2018 Schroders obtained a controlling stake in 

Benchmark Capital with a view to leveraging its 

institutional funds platform as the technology for 

‘Schroders Personal Wealth’; a strategic joint-venture 

partnership with Lloyds Banking Group. 

Benchmark Capital’s IT team comprised of 

approximately 40 staff based in Horsham and Brighton. 

The SAFe framework was in place with six teams running 

in scrum across three core platforms. 

There was a significant backlog of projects already in 

the pipeline and the forecasted roadmap for the next 

12 months was full. 

Teams were working on current client commitments and 

there was no excess capacity for them to take on new 

work.  

Recruitment of permanent developers, testers and 

scrum masters was ongoing, but finding individuals with 

the appropriate quality, knowledge and experience 

was a challenge. 

 When we realised we needed to scale up our 

product delivery, we wanted something a little 

different to the faceless dev shop. Agilicist fit the 

bill by combining experienced scaled agile 

consultancy with high quality, agile development 

teams. For any company wanting a personal 

touch; I can’t recommend Agilicist enough.  
                                                                                      Keith Hare 

                                                                        Managing Director 

 

 

About Benchmark Capital 

• Wealth management firm owned 

by global asset manager Schroders 

• Administers over £17bn of assets 

• Horsham, England 

www.benchmarkcapital.co.uk 

Objectives 

• Deliver new services for 

Lloyds/Schroders joint venture 

• Conduct migration of assets from 

legacy platforms 

• Transition services to in-house teams  

Approach 

• Onboard development and 

delivery expertise who align to 

existing way of working 

Results 

• Successfully built, deployed and 

released Joint Venture services on-

time and on budget 

• Successfully migrated £13Bn of 

assets from legacy systems to in-

house platform 

• Conducted successful knowledge 

transfer of new services into BAU 

teams 

http://www.benchmarkcapital.co.uk/
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CHALLENGE 

In order to successfully meet the increased demand that came from becoming part of the 

Schroders eco-system, as well as the tight deadlines required for the Schroders Personal 

Wealth project, Benchmark Capital engaged Agilicist development teams and SMEs to 

augment their delivery pipeline. 

ACTIONS 

After initial consultation to align on the full brief, the first Agilicist staff were on-site at 

Benchmark offices within 14 days. The engagement involved the following: 

● Two on-site Agilicist scrum teams 

Teams were made up of experienced developers and automation testers and each 

were served by a Scrum Master. All staff we trained in SAFe to ensure alignment to 

Benchmark Capital’s way of working. These teams were exclusively responsible for 

development building new fact find and report services to enable onboarding of 

assets for Schroders Personal Wealth (SPW). 

 

● Senior Test Manager 

Onboarded to drive a company-wide initiative to incrementally replace heavy 

manual testing procedures with automated scripts to allow for faster feedback and 

increased build quality. Additionally managed the highly regulated integration testing 

for SPW to ensure services were highly performant, secure, and stable. 

 

● Release Train Engineer 

Following the success of the SPW delivery, an experienced RTE was engaged across 

the entire portfolio to help bridge the project teams into the overall BAU pipeline and 

ensure that the migration of £13bn of assets went smoothly. 

 

● Senior Scrum Masters 

Several senior Scrum Masters were deployed across existing BAU teams to help 

manage the delivery and reporting of the asset migration and existing customer 

pipeline and ensure knowledge from Agilicist project teams was passed across to 

existing portfolio teams. 

 

● CI/CD deployment pipeline established 

Agilicist spearheaded a new deployment approach across the portfolio that involved 

developers integrating code into a shared repository on a daily basis and using 
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‘feature flags’ to integrate incomplete changes. Teams became 

responsible for deploying their own code rather than handing it over to a centralised 

Dev Ops team. 

 

● Interviews conducted to transition Agilicist roles to permanent staffing  

As project transitioned to BAU it was important that permanent members of staff were 

employed to carry the roadmap forward. Agilicist provided a full hiring service; pre-

screening CVs, conducting initial interviews, and leading on final interviews. Reporting 

and recording recommendations at each step in the process. 

 

RESULTS 

 

- Successfully built, deployed and released Joint Venture services on-time and on 

budget 

 

- Successfully migrated £13Bn of assets from legacy systems to in-house platform 

 

- Conducted successful knowledge transfer of new services into BAU teams 

 


